Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 3: Unit 10

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. to find the total number
4. Chalk dust is a kind of ___.
5. You can see one at a circus.
7. shaped like a ball
8. something that can be heard
11. Kings and queens wear this.
12. discovered
14. A gray one brings rain.
15. strength

Down
1. to bend at the waist
2. a large group of people
3. ten times one hundred
6. I ___ like some water, please.
9. a building used as a home
10. the tallest kind of landform
11. someone who does not try to be brave
12. Your face looks sad when you ___.
13. a girl's shirt